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  RIGHT DOWN TO THE CUPS AND SAUCERS 
 
 Author Linda Zirruner  
  University  of Oregon, Department of Architecture 
  Lawrence Hall, Eugene, Oregon 97403 
 
 Keywords Detail, Fabrication, Interior Products 
 
 Category Creativity and Design Process 
 Type Studio Project 
 Level Vertical Studio 
  Middle level vertical studio with second through fourth year architecture and interior  
  architecture students 
 Duration 5 Weeks 
 
 Abstract The gesamkunstwerk  (or "total work of art") concept involves the design of, all  
  aspects of and elements within an interior space, no matter how minor.  In order  
  to carry the project to a level of development, which can approximate a true   
  gesamkunstwerk, students designed custom dishes for a restaurant.  These dishes  
  were to reflect significant design concepts and act as attractive and functional eating  
  utensils.  Full-scale mock-ups of the dishes were produced and presented with the  
  project at the final review. 
 

• To design and build a full-scale mockup of one small element in a larger design 
project offered a unique opportunity for students to go from initial concept 
through finished product in a matter of days; 

• To enhance the development of a larger project; 
• To allow students to explore the gesamkunstwerk concept as it related to their 

designs for a unique bar and restaurant in Boston; 
• To use the sketch problem to clarify the gesamkunstwerk concept and establish 

an identity on which to base design for other minor elements in the restaurant; 
• To introduce or provide a means for further exploration into ornament and 

pattern in a restaurant interior; 
• To allow students to explore and develop an appreciation for the design of 

"products" as well as interiors; and 
• To explore design detailing and fabrication through a short 

  
 Criteria The Restaurant and Bar. 
  Background  

The following are excerpts from a lengthy project statement  for the restaurant/bar. 
This statement also included specific programmatic requirements, such as the 
number of people to be seated, hours of service, kitchen requirements, etc. Program 
requirements were clarified/developed with some individual variation following 
extensive research by the class. 
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Problem Statement 
 In spite of the recession a client of yours has decided to open a restaurant and bar in 
Downtown Boston and has located a building for this purpose. You will be designing 
the entire setting to complement the type of food being served and to provide a very 
special place that is a part of the city but is self-contained and apart from the city 
(very much like the public garden).  
 
This project will be treated as a gesamkunstwerk - a total artwork characterized by a 
comprehensive treatment of architectural space incorporating a host of other art 
forms (decorative arts, furniture, wall coverings, lighting, table tops, menus, etc.)  A 
study of how this concept was applied by the Wiener Werkstatte and other design 
movements is important to the design of this project. However, stylistic 
considerations should not be dictated by this time period-the design should be of 
and for our time. Students will not be expected to develop every aspect of the space; 
however, the overall design concept will need to be sufficiently complete to establish 
a clear direction for the myriad of small designed objects in the space.  A sketch 
problem will allow students to develop a selected item, which is integral to the "total 
work of art". 
 
The existing building is a converted four-story brownstone at the edge of Boston's 
Back Bay district.  The restaurant should be located on the first floor and mezzanine. 
You have the option to use the second floor. The most striking feature of the 
building is its narrow width and great depth-the first floor measures 23' x 125'. The 
building was last occupied about three years ago by an ice cream/sandwich parlor on 
the ground floor and mezzanine, and various small office spaces on the second, third, 
and fourth floors. 
 
To clarify the programmatic requirements, each student is required to choose as a 
client someone with the expertise to run a restaurant (e.g., a chef, cookbook author 
or food critic). Each student is required to research their client in terms of philosophy 
on food preparation, presentation and atmosphere. (Selected clients included 
Jeremiah Tower, Queen Ida, and various other cookbook authors.) 
 
The Place Setting 
The following component sketch project assignment was given to the class. 
 
As a part of your design development it is important to begin to understand how the 
gesamkunstwerk  will be carried out in even the smallest details/elements of the 
restaurant  A crucial part of the eating experience for the restaurant patrons is the 
design of the tabletop elements and the arrangement of elements on the table. The 
meal revolves around the table. By concentrating on a very intimate aspect of the 
space you may gain new insight into how well the rest of the space is working. 
 
You are to begin with the assumption that after an exhaustive search your client is 
unable to make a selection from the available china/stoneware patterns, and has 
asked you to design a custom pattern. 
 
In designing the china/stoneware you will need to consider: 
• design contribution to the gesamkunstwerk; 
• visual impact with and without food; 
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• functionality comfort/pleasure in use and wearability; and 
• how the pieces of the place setting relate to each other and to other 

tabletop elements. 
 
  Place setting elements might include: 

• typical setting of five to seven basic pieces-I) dinner plate, 2) bowl, 3) 
salad plate, 4) cup, 5) saucer,6) bread and butter plate, and 7) dessert bowl; 

• edible pieces, such as a bowl made of bread for soup or a trencher (bread plate); 
or 

• chargers (big plates [often metal or wood] that go under the dinner service and 
are left at the place setting throughout the meal). 

 
Students were asked to design and present to the class a typical place setting for the 
restaurant. Their presentation could be in a full-scale drawing or model format or in a 
combination of the two. If using the model format students could easily "mock up" 
china by painting on existing dishes. Students presented their place settings so that 
roughly a quarter of the tabletop showed, including probable choice of linens or 
table covering. 
 
The preliminary design for the place setting was due at the beginning of class. The 
final product was presented with the restaurant design at the final review. This was 
"presentation quality" meaning that the prototype was to be as realistic as possible, 
including color. In the case of a drawing format, several orthographic drawings or a 
perspective were required to show the place setting in three dimensions. 

 
 Process Initial design and fabrication ideas were reviewed by the class, recycled and   
  presented at the final review. The criteria for review of the initial model drawings  
  were how: 

• the design contribute to the overall concept; 
• the pieces work/appear in use; 
• they relate in size, shape, color, etc. to the way the food is presented and eaten; 

and 
• the design expresses the ideas for development of other details/elements in the 

restaurant. 
   
  An Aside: In general, I have found an initial reluctance on the part of the students to  
  make a finished prototype, because of perceived expense and time. This rapidly  
  gives way to excitement and accomplishment as students share strategies for  
  fabrication. Many students used dishes selected for their size/shape from various  
  second-hand stores as the "base" for their models. Students were able to simply  
  repaint these to use as the final prototype. We found that appliance spray paint  
  worked well for a base coat This method was inexpensive, quick and quite effective. 

 
 Project Length The initial phase of the project took a weekend-students received the assignment on  
  Friday and the review took place the following Monday.  They had approximately  
  four weeks to fabricate the final prototype. This project was concurrent with design  
  development of the larger project. 
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 Presentation This design was explored primarily through model form, although I did receive one  
  very nice oil painting.  The finished place settings were displayed with the final studio 
  project, and turned in for evaluation. 
 
 Evaluation The University of Oregon is one of the few design schools, which does not award  
  letter grades for studio work. Instead, we conduct in-depth private interviews with  
  students and provide extensive written evaluations out lining strengths and   
  weaknesses.   Criteria used here included: 

• process (including concept formation and development) ; 
• media use and exploration; and 
• integration/contribution  to the overall design 

 
 Resources Tableware designed by Josef Hoffman,Peter Behrens, Frank Lloyd Wright, Eliel  
   Saarinen, Stanley Tigerman, Michael Graves, Etore Sottsass, Matteo Thun, and  
   Charles Jencks 

  Field Trips/Guest Lectures. 
  Tour of Cafe Central, a small Eugene, Oregon restaurant and Bar including kitchen  
   and bakery facilities. 
  Tour of Cafe Zenon, a medium sized Eugene, Oregon restaurant including kitchen,  
   butcher shop, office and bakery facilities. 
  Tour of the Eugene Hilton restaurant facilities including kitchens .This tour was also  
   conducted by the manager. 
  Guest lecture and review by Mary Jo Kanasto, restaurant designer and kitchen  
   consultant. 

 
 Documentation I thank Gunilla Finrow, Interior Architecture Program Chair, for encouraging me to  
  bring material and fabrication processes into the studio, for Peing a ready critic for  
  project ideas and for allowing me to experiment with students in the development of 
  effective teaching methods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A place setting for "Fame" a new restaurant for Jeremiah Tower, by second 
year student, Rema Tillit. The place setting incorporates an abstracted 
exclamation point in the design and reflects the color palette of the space.  
This china pattern is highly ordered and simple in keeping with the restaurant 
concept and the emphasis placed on the food. 
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A place setting for a Brazilian food restaurant, by third year student, Spencer 
DeMille, which incorporates two themes; a tropical "leaf' motif which is 
prominent in the ceiling design and detailing; and a Brazilian flag which is 
used to "orient" the individual elements of the setting. 
	  

An oil painting, by third year student Deb Reiersgaard, depicts a place setting 
designed for a vegetarian restaurant. The design of the dishes reflects a 
casual and fun scheme in the restaurant. The strong color was intended to 
compliment the food whether it be the clear colors of fresh vegetables or the 
neutral tones of soups or stews.	  
	  


